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Adamera Minerals Starts Work Program on Lambert Creek Property
Vancouver, British Columbia, August 23, 2016 - Adamera Minerals Corp. (TSX-V: ADZ) announces
that the 2016 exploration program on its Lambert Creek property in Washington State has commenced.
The Company is testing its new geological concepts and deposit model for the area. Currently underway
is the collection of approximately 700 soil samples and re-evaluation of the property geology. Later in the
season, the company is planning to conduct an extensive regional airborne geophysical survey that will
cover the Lambert Creek property.
“To our knowledge, this is the first comprehensive soil survey to be conducted on the property. One
thing we have clearly learned here is that soil geochemistry is an extremely effective tool for finding
buried mineralization in the area. With our new geological concepts for gold deposits in the region we are
obviously very excited to see the results of this current work and plan to drill test any resulting targets”
says Mark Kolebaba, President and CEO of Adamera Minerals.
The Lambert Creek property is on strike with the past producing Overlook, Key West and Key East gold
mines and is adjacent to the historic Belcher mine. As a result of recent staking by the company, Lambert
Creek property is now contiguous with the Company’s Oversight property to the south. The Lambert
Creek property is accessible to the Key East and West mine haul road and is located 6 km from the Kettle
River Mill.
Adamera Minerals Corp. is exploring for high-grade gold deposits within hauling distance of the
operating Kettle River Mill in Northeastern Washington State. The company’s strategy is to fast-track the
discovery to production process by exploring close to a mill in need of ore. Adamera is exploring several
projects with a goal to become the dominant mining/exploration company in the area through discovery.
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